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Former Minister Andrews in the second reading of the
INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS BILL 2006 and
WORKPLACE RELATIONS AMENDMENT (INDEPENDENT
CONTRACTORS) BILL 2006:

Australia’s continued prosperity in the twenty first century
requires systems of regulation that encourage rather than
restrict creativity, that reward rather than confine initiative.
Australia deserves a system that responds to the needs of
individuals including those who have made the deliberate
choice to become an independent contractor and their families.
Independent contractors are entrepreneurs and, of course, the
one-person micro-businesses of today are often the employing
small businesses of tomorrow. For many, the attraction of
independent contracting is to operate independently, not to
work as an employee. The flexibility that independent
contractors provide the workplace is an important component
of a modern and dynamic economy.
The Independent Contractors Bill (the Principal Bill) reflects the Government's commitment to ensuring that independent contracting is encouraged without excessive regulation. The Principal Bill is built on the principle - a principle this Government believes in - that genuine independent contracting relationships should be governed by commercial not industrial law. This is reflected in our approach of having a stand-alone Independent Contractors Bill, rather than including the reforms in workplace relations legislation.
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The new legislation is based on the old common law test. Applying the test can be difficult but the test remains control:


Cyclists vs Drivers! Same Company!
Some of the main protections afforded as regards independent contracting are found in the provisions of the *Workplace Relations Act* from 900 to 903. These section basically contain prohibitions on:

- misrepresenting the employment contract relationship (900-901); or
- otherwise "leading" a worker into signing a document that makes them look as though they are independent contractors (903); or
- threatening to dismiss a worker unless they sign an agreement that makes them look like an independent contractor (902).
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http://library2.cch.com.au/dynaweb/indlaw/ailn/@CCBookView;pf=;cs=default;ts=default#X.